FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ScImage Partners with Cedaron for Accreditation and Registry
Reporting Software
Industry Leading ACC, STS, NCDR and State/Local Registry Reporting Software Now Available
with PICOM365
Los Altos, CA – March 19, 2014 - ScImage, Inc. announced today that it has partnered with Cedaron
Medical, Inc. to deliver CardiacCare with ScImage’s award-winning enterprise PACS, PICOM365.
CardiacCare is an industry leading solution for outcomes data collection and national database
participation that eliminates redundant data entry by transferring data collected from HIS,
hemodynamics and other remote databases.
ScImage’s multi-department PACS, PICOM365, will interface with the Cedaron CardiacCare suite to
deliver a combined solution for image management, advanced visualization, structured reporting, and
now, a reporting tool for cardiac cath lab accreditation through participation in national databases
and state and local registries.
ScImage’s Founder and CEO, Sai P. Raya, Ph.D. stated, “The combination of the PICOM365 and
CardiacCare will allow us to meet the needs of our accreditation-focused customers. We’re looking
forward to integrating our full-featured PICOM365 solution for cardiology workflow to automate data
import for ACC, STS, NCDR and other state and local registries.”
“CardiacCare ensures that data meets the specifications of a wide variety of national databases, state
and local registries and alerts users when data must be added, driving efficiency within the institution
by eliminating errors during submission. Further, Cedaron’s CardiacCare software allows clinical users
to compare data outcomes with other practitioners in the registries,” said Karen Bond, President and
CEO of Cedaron.
About Cedaron Medical, Inc.
Since Cedaron was founded in 1990, the main goal of the firm has been to merge the cutting-edge
vision and technical reliability you expect from a much larger company with a small company’s
dedication to personalized, responsive customer service. Our products are used throughout the
United States and around the world. Our clients range from large healthcare institutions to solo
provider practices. Cedaron is a marriage of entrepreneurial, medical, technological and marketing
expertise.
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About ScImage
Founded in 1993, ScImage, Inc. is a privately held company headquartered in Los Altos, California.
ScImage brings cost effective imaging strategies to institutions saddled with patched imaging silos
and cobbled workflow. ScImage’s PICOM365 technology unifies multi-department PACS, diagnostic
reporting, VNA, universal viewing and collaborative reading into a powerful platform that can be
delivered on premises, in the cloud or both. ScImage is unique in the industry with a native diagnostic
application suite that is advanced in Radiology, Cardiology, Orthopedics and OB-GYN. For more
information about ScImage and the PICOM family of products, visit their website at
www.scimage.com or call 1-866-SCIMAGE.
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